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Mobile App Dev for Motor Insurance
Company
P R O J E CT D E TA I L S

A Custom Software Development
B Jan. 2018 - Sept. 2019
C $10,000 to $49,999
D

"We are particularly impressed with the
service and cost and most importantly
the final result."

P R O J E CT S U M M A RY

designs.codes provided mobile application
development for a motor insurance company.
The team created an app that would be
available in both Android and iOS platforms.

P R O J E CT F E E D B A C K

designs.codes was able to
produce a high-quality application
and service. The team was able
to quickly implement changes
and additions. They provided
weekly and on-demand calls and
conducted progress reports
meetings.
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The Client
Please describe your company and your position
there.
We are into the Motor insurance company and am positioned as
Project Manager.

The Challenge
For what projects/services did your company hire
designs.codes, and what were your goals?
They were hired to do Mobile application development on the
Android and iOS platforms.

Gupta
E Umesh
Project Manager, Al- Mulla
Insurance Brokerage

G Financial Services
H 11-50 Employees
F Kuwait

C L I E NT R AT I N G

5.0
Overall Score

Quality:

5.0

Schedule:

4.5

Cost:

4.5

Would Refer:

4.5
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The Approach
How did you select designs.codes and what were the
deciding factors?
We got a referral from our other sister concern company where
they already doing the dev project. Design codes then visited our
offices to discuss the commencement of the work.

Describe the scope of work in detail, including the
project steps, key deliverables, and technologies
used.
They were tasked to develop the Mobile Application on both
platforms of IOS and Android as per the BRS documents.

How many people from the vendor's team worked
with you, and what were their positions?
one designer Mobile screens one Android developer one iOS
developer one Tech lead

The Outcome
Can you share any measurable outcomes of the
project or general feedback about the deliverables?
We are particularly impressed with the service and cost and most
importantly the final result.

Describe their project management style, including
communication tools and timelines.
Weekly & on-demand telephonic / Skype calls were made to
discuss Mobile Application development & tracking the progress
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What did you find most impressive or unique about
this company?
They are also quick at effecting changes or additions.

Are there any areas for improvement or something
they could have done differently?
To be clearer on what was needed to get a better solution... overall
this was good.
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